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Bespoke

We can choose between 100 colours or 
personalise it on request...

and more...

Casarovea Bespoke is an exclusive service we give to 

Casarovea clients. Our highly qualified team will 

follow every step of the client’s project.

We present digital renditions that allow the client to 

view all what our products have to offer.

We choose together the fabric, colours, designs, 

the packaging and the personalised finish to 

guarantee the maximum exclusivity.

We create samples that allow to furnish a restaurant 

table to understand best, the final result.

Casarovea products are made by using the best 

Italian materials and craftmanship.

The exceptional quality, the innovative design and 

the passion to create something unique that matches 

the client’s requirements, is the essence of the brand.

Be it a restaurant...



We can create the client’s 

personal design...

CASAROVEA’s production

CASAROVEA’s product 
Bespoke

CASAROVEA’s digital designs



CASAROVEA’s  fabric production 

CASAROVEA’s product 

CASAROVEA’s projects

CASAROVEA’s digital designs

Bespoke

We can create the client’s 

personal logo...



CASAROVEA’s product detail

CASAROVEA’s product
Bespoke

CASAROVEA’s digital designs 

We can create the client’s 

personal embroidery...



CASAROVEA’s production

CASAROVEA’s product 
Bespoke

CASAROVEA’s digital designs

We can create the client’s 

personal collection...



Bespoke

Casarovea Bespoke is an exclusive service we give to 

Casarovea clients. Our highly qualified team will 

follow every step of the client’s project.

We present digital renditions that allow the client to 

view all what our products have to offer.

We choose together the fabric, colours, designs, 

packaging and the personalised finish to guarantee 

the maximum exclusivity.

We create samples that allow to furnish a 

hotel bed so to understand best, the final result.

Casarovea products are made by using the best 

Italian materials and craftmanship.

The exceptional quality, the innovative design and 

the passion to create something unique that 

matches the client’s requirements, is the essence of 

the brand.

Be it a bed in an hotel room..
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TERRY TOWEL 
CHECK BORDER TWO  
PLY- TWISTED 
100% COTTON - 680 GSM
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BATH MAT

WASH CLOTH

HAND TOWELHAND TOWELBATH TOWEL 27”X 54”
35”
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BATH SHEET 35”X 66”

WASH CLOTH

WITH LOGO

WHITE SHAWL TERRY

ROBE - 100% COTTON

WHITE SHAWL TERRY
ROBE - 100% COTTON

WHITE SHAWL COLLAR

VELOUR ROBE

100% COTTON

WHITE SHAWL COLLAR
VELOUR ROBE
100% COTTON

A1 - with embroidery 
“C” logo on the chest;

A2 - with embroidery 
“C” logo on the pocket 

A3- with embroidery 
“CASAROVEA” on the 
chest 

B1 - with embroidery 
“C” logo on the chest;

B2 - with embroidery 
“C” logo on the pocket 

B3- with embroidery 
“CASAROVEA” on the 
chest 

A1 A2 A3

B1 B2 B3

D2

TERRY SLIPPERS 

WITH EMBROIDERY

MODEL WOMAN

E2

TERRY SLIPPERS 

WITH EMBROIDERY

MODEL MAN

WHITE SHAWL TERRY

ROBE - 100% COTTON

Casarovea Bespoke is an exclusive service we give to 

Casarovea clients. Our highly qualified team will 

follow every step of the client’s project.

We present digital renditions that allow the client to 

view all what our products have to offer.

We choose together the terry towelling, designs, 

sizes, the packaging and the personalised finish to 

guarantee the maximum exclusivity.

We create samples that can dress an hotel 

bathroom and understand best, the final result.

The exceptional quality, the innovative design and 

the passion to create something unique that 

matches the client’s requirements, is the essence of 

the brand.

Be it a bathroom in an hotel room..



Bespoke

www.casarovea .com

info@casarovea.com


